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TeamViewer Remote
Connect to any device, at any time, and centrally monitor and manage your IT with the trusted remote access and support solution.

Explore Remote






	

TeamViewer Tensor
Scale, manage, secure support experiences across your enterprise efficiently with our remote connectivity platform.

Explore Tensor






	

TeamViewer Frontline
Empower your frontline workforce and streamline shopfloor operations with our industrial augmented reality platform.

Explore Frontline
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Wake-on-LAN (WoL): Bring your computers back to life, on demand

Wake-on-LAN (WoL) allows you to power up computers from anywhere. Scalable, energy-efficient remote device management is at your fingertips, thanks to full WoL capabilities hardwired into your TeamViewer Remote solution.




	


Get started
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Wake-on-LAN



What is WoL?







Wake-on-LAN (WoL) is a computer industry standard protocol for remotely reactivating a computer from a low-power or powered-down mode. Providing that the computer you want to control meets certain configuration requirements, WoL allows you to wake it up from another device. 

TeamViewer Remote comes with built-in Wake-on-LAN support. It means you can maintain machines for long periods of time, even if they are turned off or in low-power or hibernate mode. When required – e.g. for maintenance, support, monitoring, or to access work applications and files from home – you can use TeamViewer Remote’s WoL function to reactivate and control your devices from anywhere with minimal disruptions to business operations.

At the same time, this functionality can be used not only on the PC, but also on mobile devices. As an overarching protocol, WoL supports TeamViewer on a wide range of operating systems and devices.























How does Wake-on-LAN software work?

Originally developed by AMD and Hewlett Packard, WoL is a well-established networking protocol that has been in use since the 1990s. 

For Wake-on-LAN software to work, the remote computer you want to control must have its WoL settings enabled. This means that although the rest of the device is powered down (e.g. in soft-off or hibernate mode), there is sufficient power for the device’s network interface card (NIC) to remain receptive to communications in standby mode. 

To wake up a target device, the WoL software broadcasts a small data signal known as a magic packet to the NIC of the target device, either on the broadcast address for that device’s particular subnet, or on the address for the entire local area network (LAN). 

The magic packet is designed specifically to be processed quickly and easily by the NIC using very little power. It contains a header and the target device’s media-access-control (MAC) address – a unique identifier assigned to each NIC. 

When the WoL-enabled NIC receives the magic packet, it checks it for the correct information. If the MAC address is valid, it powers on or wakes the device.
























Wake-on-LAN requirements





	The computer must be connected to a power source
	The computer’s network card must support WoL (the vast majority of devices have this capability)
	The computer must have an internet connection via a network cable
	Operating system set-up: See below for specific requirements for Windows, MacOS, and Linux




















Wake-on-LAN on TeamViewer Remote

Through its built-in WoL capabilities, TeamViewer Remote allows you to turn on offline devices from anywhere. 

With TeamViewer Remote, you can wake up a computer directly via its public IP address. This is useful for PCs and other pieces of equipment that are clearly identifiable on the internet at all times. 

Alternatively, if a computer you want to connect with does not have a public IP address – e.g. non-internet-enabled point-of-sale equipment, industrial devices, or any other devices that you do not want to be connected directly to the internet – you can wake it up by sending a message via another computer on its network. (N.B. for this method, the other intermediary computer must be turned on and TeamViewer must be installed and configured on it).

For both WoL via a public address and WoL via the network, once your target device is in wake mode, TeamViewer Remote gives you full control of it – including the ability to switch it back into off or sleep mode when any task at hand is complete. In this way, you get full wake-up, remote access and control capabilities all in one easy-to-use solution.




















System configuration for Wake-on-LAN





Network interface card (NIC) configuration






Your target computer’s NIC must be configured so it is supplied with power and capable of receiving broadcasted magic packets. Check your device instructions for this, as configuration of the NIC can vary depending on type of card and operating system.












Configure TeamViewer Remote






Apply the following measures to the device you intend to switch on: 

	Make sure TeamViewer is installed 


	Assign the device to your TeamViewer account 


	Activate TeamViewer Wake-on-LAN


	For Wake-on-LAN via the network:

Enter the TeamViewer ID of the computer which is to be wakened in the TeamViewer Wake-on-LAN options


	For Wake-on-LAN via a public address:

The public address of the computer must be entered in the TeamViewer Wake-on-LAN options















Assign the computer to your TeamViewer account






TeamViewer Remote has a simple, secure process for managing those devices that you wish to wake up, access, and control by adding them to your device list.















How to setup Wake-on-LAN on different operating systems?







	BIOS
	Windows
	MacOS
	Linux







Depending on the device type, WoL set-up on a PC may require configuring the device’s BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) – a type of firmware stored on the computer’s motherboard. This usually involves the following: 

 

	Start the computer


	Press the F2, delete, or escape key during the booting process to access the BIOS set-up


	In the BIOS set-up, open the Power tab


	Activate the Wake-on-LAN option


	Save and exit the BIOS set-up

 




Note: If there is no option to activate Wake-on-LAN in the BIOS, check the manual of the motherboard to make sure that it supports Wake-on-LAN.


















For the majority of Windows devices, further set-up steps are as follows: 

 

	Open Settings and click on Devices


	Under Related Settings, click the Device Manager link


	In the Device Manager window, go to Network adapters and choose the Properties option 


	Open the Power Management tab


	Activate the Allow this device to wake the computer option





















Activate WoL for the network card under Mac OS X and later by following these steps:

 

	Start the computer


	Open the System Settings box


	Scroll down in the box sidebar to Energy Saver


	Click to activate the Wake for network access slider


	The network card now supports WoL





















To enable the WoL feature in the BIOS, different motherboard manufacturers use slightly different language. Look for terminology such as PCI Power up, Allow PCI wake up event or Boot from PCI/PCI-E. 

To query whether WoL is enabled on the network adapter, install ethtool, determine the name of the network interface and query it using the command:

# ethtool interface | grep Wake-on

Supports Wake-on: pumbag

Wake-on: d

The Wake-on values define what activity triggers wake up: d (disabled), p (PHY activity), u (unicast activity), m (multicast activity), b (broadcast activity), a (ARP activity), and g (magic packet activity). The value g is required for WoL to work, if not, the following command enables the WoL feature in the driver:

# ethtool -s interface wol g

Under Linux, for example under Ubuntu, it is also possible to provide Wake-on-LAN. At the same time, Ubuntu provides a tool that can be used to test the computer’s compatibility. The software tool is installed using the sudo apt-get install ethtool command via the terminal. Afterwards, it is possible to check the Wake-on-LAN compatibility via the Powershell. The command sudo ethtool eth0 provides information about this.

The result is a listing in which the section supports Wake-on can be found. If the letter g is listed here, it means that the functionality is available. To use Wake-on-LAN, Wake-on-LAN for Linux is enabled as follows:

sudo ethtool -s eth0 wol g





















Benefits of using Wake-on-LAN software





Lower energy consumption







TeamViewer Remote’s WoL functionality makes it easier to ensure that devices are powered down when not in use and reactivated remotely only when needed. With organisations under increasing pressure to reduce carbon footprints and overheads, greater WoL adoption can form a useful part of your wider strategy to lower energy usage.












Easier maintenance with less business disruption







For tasks such as patch management, applying updates and generating bandwidth-intensive reports that may impact network or device performance, WoL gives you greater scope for switching on machines and completing the tasks outside of work hours, thereby minimising disruption to business users and critical processes.












Supporting remote and hybrid working







With effective WoL functionality at their fingertips, there is no need for office-based machines to be kept running just in case employees need to access them remotely. Employees can soft power down on-site equipment, safe in the knowledge that they can reactivate those machines remotely if and when access is needed. Whether you are looking to transfer files from your office computer while at home or need to run a critical update on a remote machine, using Wake-on-LAN is the ideal solution.












Fewer on-site visits







If a power outage or human error knocks an unattended device offline, WoL allows you to power it back up remotely without the need for a site visit. TeamViewer Remote’s WoL function is also useful for carrying out periodic remote checks on scattered devices – eliminating wasted time and costs on physical interventions.












Privacy







TeamViewer offers advanced security features such as a black screen option for the remote PC so no one can see what you are doing, and a sticky notes feature to inform the remote PC user of the changes you have made.
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IT maintenance







Wake-on-LAN functionality within TeamViewer Remote helps ensure that IT administrators are fully-equipped to maintain, optimize, and update delocalized computers as efficiently as possible. 

Technicians are able to deploy WoL to wake endpoints on-demand. Using the solution’s remote access and remote control capabilities, they are then able to inspect problems, reconfigure settings, and install updates with ease. The ability to switch on devices remotely means that essential work can be completed outside of regular working hours, thereby reducing business disruption.
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Industrial and manufacturing







WoL functionality can have a useful role to play as part of your Industry 4.0 and smart production projects. 

With TeamViewer WoL, devices across the production pipeline – e.g. computerized sensors, monitors, and PCs – can be maintained in soft off or hibernate mode when not required, and then switched on remotely for the purposes of taking periodic data readings or device reconfiguration. This on-demand wake-up capability also allows you to keep power consumption to a minimum.
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Remote working and personal use







Use TeamViewer Remote WoL to switch on a work computer remotely and gain instant access to whatever files or applications you need. Need access to a locally stored document at home? No problem. With our solution, you have WoL capabilities at your fingertips to switch on your laptop and retrieve the document in no time.













Take your remote support and access to the next level







Enhance your TeamViewer experience, know more about your devices, and proactively keep your IT infrastructure healthy, stable, and secure. Boost your IT efficiency and centrally manage, monitor, track, patch, and protect your computers, devices, and software — all from a single platform with TeamViewer Remote Management.











	




Asset Management




Manage software updates, system upgrades, and patch deployments for your entire IT infrastructure remotely from anywhere in the world.











	




Mobile Device Management




Onboard, manage, and monitor mobile devices in your company.











	




Device Monitoring




Prevent unnecessary downtime and ensure your IT systems are stable, secure, and always running smoothly.











	




Endpoint Protection




Protect your devices wherever they are with next-generation cyber defense against viruses, zero-day exploits, ransomware, and more.


































See what our customers have to say
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Neal Silverstein
Head of Technology Customer Service at Specsavers



“TeamViewer is an essential tool for our IT support team at Specsavers. Thanks to its remote access functionalities, our team can connect to and service all our stores from a single point.”
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Philipp Rummel
Post Production Technical Manager at RTL Studios



“Thanks to TeamViewer, colleagues are now able to do their job from any location and much faster than before. Here, of course, the transmission of good image quality between the production computer and the end device of the colleague working remotely is of paramount importance to us.”
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Daniel Burkart
Team Leader IT at Ernsting’s family



“In order to be able to react quickly, we needed a remote access solution that, in addition to the usual Windows PCs at the workstations, also supported iOS of the latest generation, and in particular our app.”
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Kris Raymer
CTO at Health Point Neurodiagnostics



“TeamViewer remote software has quickly become the Long-Term EEG Gold Standard HIPAA compliant solution and has helped advance not only for our remote monitoring needs, but for the entire industry of Electroneurodiagnostics as a whole.”
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Michael Schramm
Head of Client Services and Network Communications at Sharp



“TeamViewer is just as easy and fast to install as it is to use in practice. This has convinced our service team just as quickly and sustainably as the users.”
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Franck Racapé
EMEA Sales Director at Philips Professional Display Solutions



“It’s cost efficient because you don’t have to travel back and forth, it’s time-saving because you have immediate access to the display, and it’s high performance because you can change everything.”
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Joshua Nye
Applications Engineer at MPW Industrial Waters



“TeamViewer puts you in front of equipment that can be thousands of miles away in the blink of an eye. It’s simple to use and works flawlessly.”
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Peter Kryger
Nordic Service Desk at Demant Global IT



“TeamViewer is being embraced by so many users at Demant because of its efficiency and simplicity.”
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Shunsaku Kazuhisa
Konica Minolta, Inc. Healthcare Business Division



“Handling requests remotely reduces time until recovery, since it eliminates staff travel times. Our current remote resolution rate is extremely high, and our customer satisfaction is high even in this era when people feel systems should always run smoothly.”
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Michael Barron Jr.
IT Manager at Carey Paul Honda



“I can quickly remote in and solve their problem, so there’s no downtime or lag in our customer service.”
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Georgi Avetisyan
System Administrator at Armenian Software



“TeamViewer has become an integral asset to our customer support team, enabling us to maximize efficiencies, keep up with customer demands, and strengthen both customer and employee satisfaction.”
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Hansol Lim
Team Lead Purchasing Operation Team at Unospay



“Customers benefit from real-time remote connectivity solutions that make it easier for our support agents to solve issues quickly rather than lose time through cumbersome workflows and processes such as explanations over the phone.”
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Guo Li
CEO at Shanghai Fustech Co., Ltd.



“We compared four to five remote access software providers by conducting extensive experiments, strict screening, and evaluation tests. We concluded that TeamViewer offers the highest bandwidth efficiency as well as stability.”






























Spotlight



Customer success

















	Sharp
	cleanLASER
	Ganske Enkelt
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Electronics company keeps business processes running thanks to VPN-independent help desk.
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cleanLASER provides remote support via TeamViewer for more than 1500 installations worldwide.
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Digitalization with TeamViewer has helped Norwegian CRM supplier Ganske Enkelt to streamline its customer support process for 10,000 users.
















Explore more success stories










Frequently asked questions (FAQ)





What port does Wake-on-LAN use?






Wake-on-LAN uses a UDP (User Datagram Protocol) port – usually ports 7 or 9. If it is not possible to forward the WoL packet to a specific IP address, the UDP port needs to be forwarded to all IP addresses behind your router. For the action to work, i.e. for the computer to wake up, the Wake-on-LAN packet must be forwarded to every device running behind your router. A device will only wake up if the information in the WoL packet matches it.












How do I use Wake-on-LAN over Wi-Fi?






This requires you to configure your router, which will depend on the device used and the firmware installed on it. Please refer to the router supplier’s instructions.
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Please choose your region

Selecting a region changes the language and/or content on teamviewer.com




SUGGESTED REGION
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{{label}}





	
Americas
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Americas - English
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América Latina - Español
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Brasil - Português
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Canada - English
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Canada - Français
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United States - English





	
Asia Pacific
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Asia Pacific - English
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Australia - English
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中国 - 中⽂（简体）
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香港 - 繁體中文
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India - English
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日本 - ⽇本語
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New Zealand - English
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대한민국 - 한국어
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台灣-繁體中文
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ประเทศไทย - ภาษาไทย
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Việt Nam - Tiếng Việt





	
Commonwealth of Independent States
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CIS - English
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СНГ - Русский





	
Europe
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Europe - English
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Belgique - Français
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België - Nederlands
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Bulgaria - English
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Česká republika - Čeština
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Croatia - English
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Cyprus - English
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Denmark - English
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Deutschland - Deutsch
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España - Español
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Estonia - English
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Finland - English
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France - Français
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Greece - English
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Ireland - English
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Italia - Italiano
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Latvia - English
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Liechtenstein - Deutsch
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Liechtenstein - Français
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Liechtenstein - Italiano
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Lithuania - English
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Luxembourg - Français
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Magyarország - Magyar
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Malta - English
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Nederland - Nederlands
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Norway - English
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Österreich - Deutsch
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Polska - Polski
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Portugal - Português
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Romania - English
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Schweiz - Deutsch
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Suisse - Français
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Svizzera - Italiano
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Slovakia - English
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Slovenia - English
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Sweden - English
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Türkiye - Türkçe
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United Kingdom - English





	
Middle East Africa
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Middle East Africa - English
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Middle East Africa - Français
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